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INIlOBTJCflOI 
lii reeent years th© rol© of organle analytic precipi­
tants has hftcome increasingly important in analytic chemis-
try» The present tendency is to find or to develop reagents 
which are specific for a particular ©lament or loa» Among 
the reagents in use today^ dim®thylglyoxia© probably ap» 
proaches most closely th© idtal organic analytic precipitant. 
It is specific for nickel and palladiim, fonsing with each 
an insoluble compound, fhe specificity of this reagent, 
however, Is not fully understood* 
Since nickel dlia«thylglyoxiiB@ can b@ prepared in a 
fom suitable for X-ray diffraction studies| a structure 
analysis of the compound seesed desirable* It was hoped 
that knowledge of the structure might contribute to a 
better understanding of the specificity of organic analytic 
precipitants and silght aid In the development of such com­
pounds. fhe structure analysis of nickel dlmethylglyoxiae 
and the interpretation of the resulting structure were the 
objects of the research reported here* 
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THE mwm OF ORGANIC AMkLYTlQ PRMSlPITAHfS 
Among the niMerotis organic compounds used as precipi-
tants In analytic ehemistry today those which can fom 
chelate cooplexes iwlth *?ariotts elements haT® heen the smh-
jlects of exhamsti^® studies# These organic compoiands ar® 
generally characterized hy th® presence of certain fimctional 
groups, usmlly two of which aiJist be present within the mole-
cul® if it is to toe a satisfactory precipitant. Th® function­
al groups frequently found in these organic molecules are 
CI, 2) 
Acid groups Coordinating groups 
-C02H cartooxyl • «C0 cartoonyl 
•S02H sulfinie thiocartoonyl 
-S03H sulfonic -IHa primary amino 
-OH hydroxyl -IHl secondary amino 
mercapto 
-Ha tertiary amino 
-NOH oxin# -HO nitroso 
imlno -lOa nitro 
-NO-IH nitro3^1 -NOH oxime 
Th® mere existence of two of the atoove groups in a molecule, 
however, is not th® only criterion for an acceptable analytic 
reagent. 
To toe a satisfactory precipitant a compound should toe 
specific or at least selective in its reactions. The 
3 
relationship between functional groups and selectivltyi how­
ever, Is not clearJ that is, it is difficult to predict 
which elements will be precipitated by a particular arrange­
ment of groups. The previous statement perhaps can be 
further amplified by the consideration of some organic com­
pounds which are used as precipitants, 
a-Nltroso-p-napthol is commonly used in the determination 
of cobalt} particularly in the presence of large amounts of 
nickel# In addition, it will precipitate copper, uranium, 
chromiuro, zirconlian, titanium, vanadliam, tin, tungsten, 
palladiuiB, and iron# The combination of functional groups 
which occur in this precipitant is 
OH N«0 
If In the above configtiratlon the nitroso group Is re« 
placed with an oxlme group, the resulting arrangement 
OH OH 
is that present in a-benzoinoxime. This compomd is specific 
for copper in ammoniacal solutions, but under different con­
ditions will precipitate molybdeniam, tungsten, chromitam, va­
nadium, columbium, tantalum, and palladium. 
fhe substitution of an oxime group for the hydraxyl 
group in the above arrangement yields the dioxim# eonfigu-
ration 
IC« NOH 
which occurs in diii«thylglyaxia@» This precipitant, proba­
bly th@ most widely toown of all the organic analytic re­
agents , is specific for nickel in slightly acid or amiao-. 
niacal solutions and is specific for palladiuia in dilute 
mineral acid solution# 
Although other configurations frequently occur in the 
various organic precipitant! used at present Of p«13)> 
those listed above illustrate the difficulties observed in 
attempting to^ relate specificity or selectivity with the 
functional groupst» For example, there seems to be no trend 
among the single bond radii of the el«ents inftiich are pre-
cipitated by a-nitroso-p-naphthol (¥), fhe combination of 
hydroxyl and nitroso groups precipitates cobalt and copper 
whose radii are almost equal, but of these two elements 
€t-benzoinoxime precipitates only copper• Cto. the other hand, 
palladia® forms insoluble complexes with the three organic 
compomds mentioned previously# The connection between 
ionic radii and selectivity, therefore, is not too clear# 
5 
fh© reaction between copper and nickel with the oxim© 
and hydroxyl groups should also be mentioned* If these 
groups are loeated on adjacent carbon atoias, as is the case 
in a-benzoinoxiia©# the resulting configuration precipitates 
copper but not nickel* On the other hand, saHcylaldoxime 
forms insolttfcls compounds vith both copper and nickel* 
Consequently, the effect of resonance on the acidity of 
functional groups must also be considered in the problem 
of specificity# 
fhe effect of resonance is further demonstrated by the 
dioxime group* Mhen this configuration is part of an aro­
matic ring, the resulting compound precipitates almost all 
metal ions C?# howeirer, the group 1» part of an 
aliphatic syst«i, the molecule, such as dimethylglyoxime, 
shows the desired selectivity# 
fhe behavior of diaethylglyoxiae itself toward various 
metals is somewhat puzzling* Although its use as an ana^-
lytic precipitant results frca the formation of insoluble 
compounds with nickel and palladium., this reagent will form 
complexes with other metals* The iron, cobalt, and copper 
complexes, however, are soluble* Since the radii of iron, 
cobalt, copper, and nickel do not differ greatly, the solu­
bility behavior of the dimethylglyoxime complexes presents 
an interesting problem in ^ ich the role of structure may 
be significant* 
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STBtJCTTOIAlL ASPECfS OF IIGKEi:, DIMETHYLI.Y0XIM1 
fh® ftraetural Foraula 
fhe protol®® ©f struettMP# certainly was not overlooked 
during the develoimeat ©f dlaethylglyoxim® as an analytie 
r#ag®nt» M&rly studies wer® eoae«rn®d prinarily with the 
foTOiiatlon of nickel dimethylglyoxiia®* • ®i® initially 
proposed structure involved the formation of a six-meabered 
ring in whieh the nickel 
was bonded to the o:^gen and nitrogen atona of the oxime 
groups (6)# 
latert the six-memhered ring was discarded as a result 
of the work of Pfelffer and lieharis (7)* Working with the 
eobalt salt of a-benzilmonoxiiBei they reasoned fro® known 
o^r a more detailed historical review of the dioxiaes 
the reader is referred to reference C^)t Biehli H., «fhe 
applications of the dioxiaes to anal^^ical oheraistry»« 
ColuiahuSf Ohio, fhe 6, Frederick iaiith Cheinieal Co«f 19^©« 
» 
? 
cobalt amino complexes that in the cobalt derivative of the 
lionoxiiie the metal atoai should be bonded to the nitrogen, 
tJsing this idea Hieber and Iieutert (8), reporting on some 
stereochemical studies of dioximes, suggested the existence 
of a five-membered ring in the nickel derivatives of the di» 
oximes. This configuration was 
B.C - C.E 
II II 
OsN H,OH 
\ / 
m/2 
further supported by additional studies of Pfeiffer C9) who 
showed that a nickel complex could be formed from a mono-
0-ether derivative of benzildioxime,. 
A further modification of the structural formula for 
nickel dimethylglyoxime was proposed by Brady and Muers (10), 
fhey reacted the compound with methyl magnesium iodide and 
found that no methane was formed. As a result, they sug­
gested the • existence of a hydrogen bond in the molecule and 
proposed the following structure 
0 H -4— Q / \ 
8 
Additional evidence for the existence of the five-
aeabered ring In nickel dlmethylglyoxime was contributed 
by gngden (!!)• He reasoned that if such a ring structure 
did exist, the molecule should be planar* Furthermore, he 
concluded that if the p3Anar configuration were correct, 
th© nickel derivatives of unspraietrieal dioximes should ex­
hibit geometrical isomerism# Consequently, 3ugden prepared 
the nickel derivatives of benzylmethylglyoxlme and succeeded 
in separating two is<»ers, the cis and trans forms m He 
therefore concluded that the nickel dimethylglyoxlme molecule 
was planar. This configuration was further substantiated 
by magnetic studies which showed the nickel compound was 
diamagnetic (12)* 
The Square Gamplex 
In view of Sugden's results the planar configuration 
might be considered the reason forthe insolubility of the 
nickel and palladium derivatives of dlmethylg3.yoxlme# This 
type of stamcture, however, Is not peculiar to these elements. 
According to Pauling (13, p*98) the criterion for the for­
mation of a square coplanar complex is the availability of 
one d, one s, and two p ©rbltals for bonding# Since the 
bonds formed from the hybridised dsp^ orbitals are consider­
ably stronger than the sp3 tetrahedral bonds, the occurrence 
of planar configurations should not be uncomroon* 
9 
For example, Mellor (1^), who has made extensiv# studies of 
squar® complexes» reports th© existeac© of such structures 
for nickel (II)| palladiua (II)| platinum (II), iron (II), 
cohalt (II), manganese (II), copper (11), silwr (II), and 
'gold (III), fh@ .formation of dlmethylglyoxiffi® complexes 
with these metals under the conditions used in th® determi­
nations of nickel and palladium, therefore, should be 
considered* 
In the imnganous ion the dsp® bonds are probably formed 
by pairing two of the electrons in th© orbital®• This 
electronic configuration apparently is not '^'ery stable since 
the only known planar complex of sanganese (II) is the 
phthalocyanin® derimtlv®, in which the rigidity of the or­
ganic molecule determines the spatial arrangement* Conse­
quently, the planar structure for a manganese (II) -derlv-
ati're of dimethylglyoxiae seems improbable. 
Although the planar configuration should be the stable 
one for bivalent silver, the only known square complex Is 
the argentic salt of picolinlc acid* The conditions under 
which the argentic ion is obtained, however, are different 
froB those which are used in the precipitation of nickel 
and palladiuffi* As a result, the failure of isllver to form 
a complex with diEethylglyoxiue Is understandable* 
lumerous coplanar complexes of gold (III) are toown, 
and perhaps under suitable conditions a derivative of 
10 
dimethylglyoxim# can b© formed# Nevertheless, in th« d@-
teriBinatlon of palladiim gold is reduced to th@ ii®tal» 
Similarly, in th© analysis for palladiiam platiniM is 
partially precipitatM as the metal or as a greenish com­
plex compomd which nay b« a d©rlmtiv@ of dimethylglyoxiae. 
In this eas®, th® ability of platinw CII) to coordinat® 
with various anions is partly responsibl® for its chemical 
behavior* fhls explanation also applies to platintm (IV)| 
which may b« pr©s@nt« 
The stnictiir© of ferrous dinethylglyoxia® has not been 
confirmM*. Flagg (3, p*^?) suggests that sine© the compomd 
Is diamagnetie, it is planar| biat diaaagneti© ferroms com­
plexes are ordinarily octahedral# 'fh® magnetic studies of 
Gambi and Cagnasso (15) wer© mad« on a derivative containing 
pyridin# which may eowplet® th® octahedron# Since the only 
known planar complex of iron (11) is the phthalocyanin® de» 
rivativ®, the formation of dsp® bonds by bivalent iron evi­
dently occtirs only under special conditions# It is reason­
able to believeI therefore, that d^spS bonds are used in 
the formation of ferrous dlffiethylglyoxis® with two of th® 
octahedral positions being occupied by other coordinating 
groups# 
Bivalent cobalt which also foms octahedral complexes 
may form a diinethylglyoxiise derivative similar in structure 
to the ferrous compound* fhe existence of this configuration 
XI 
for th@ cotoaltous conpound is questiomble since covalent 
corapoimds of bivalent cobalt are easily oxidized in water 
solutions. On. the other hand^ the dsp® bonds for the co-
baltous Ion do not involir® the ns® of an unstable d orbit­
al, and the eoplanar arrangement for cobalt (II) may be 
stable# Since bisCa-benieildioxiiae) cobalt (II) is a planar 
compotmd (1^), the square configuration for cobaltous di­
me thylglyoxim® is not unreasonable* Mditional work is re­
quired f however» to determine the structure of the cobalt 
c<mpound» 
The data airailable on cuprie disiethylglyoxiiae indicate 
that it is a square complex# Although the magnetic cri­
terion for bond type is not easily applicable to the copper 
derifatiTe, Bay and Sen (16) report a discontinuity in the 
observed moments of various cupric complexes and attribute 
this difference to a change from a square arrangement to a 
tetrahedral one» fheir observed moiaent for cupric dimethyl-
glyoxime indicates the compound is planar# this conclusion 
is not surprising since the copper (II) derivative of methyl-
ethylglyoxime is a aquare complex (17, p#507)# 
Dimethylglyoxime appears to be specific for ions of 
oxidation state, +2, which also form four square covalent 
bonds# Of these ions, listed above, it is understandable 
that most do not interfere with the precipitation of nickel 
and palladium# The failure to precipitate copper is not, 
however, made clear by this analysis and suggests that a 
12 
mor® detailed structural study is necessary. 
fhe Hydrogen Bond 
The apparent lack of reactivity of the hydroxyl hydro­
gen atoms in nickel dimethylglyoxime indicates the possible 
existence of a strong hydrogen bond in the isolecule* In 
view of the present knowledge of hydrogen bonding, the ex-
affiination of the infrared absorption spectrim affords a 
suitable method to determine the presence of such a bond# 
fhe occurence of absorpti^ iiailaa in the range of 2«7 
microns is usmlly indicative of wfree" 0-H groups | whereas 
the maxima of associated 0~H group® are shifted to longer 
wave lengths# 
Voter Cl8)j reporting on his studies of viG»dioximee> 
includes the infrared spectral data of nickel dimethylgly-p-
oxime# These data reveal no 0-H absorption aaxiaa in the 
range up to microns where aaxiaa attributed to the 0-H 
vibration frequencies are usually found# To aid in the 
assignaent of one of the observed aaxiia®, to the fuMaaiental 
longitudinal vibration frequency of the 0-H group | ¥oter 
has also obtained the infrared spectral data of the deu­
terium analogue of nickel diffiethylglyoxime. Cosparison of 
the two sets of spectral data^ however} does not indicate 
clearly the expected frequency shift due to the isotope 
effect. As a result, ?oter has not attempted to assign 
13 
any of the ohser-^ed maxima to the 0-H vibration frequencies# 
A reasonable interpretation of Voter's results can be 
found in the recent studies on potassium hydrogen fluoride. 
KetelAar (19) has obtained the infrared spectral data of 
18^2 and reports a strong absorption maximum at 6.9 microns | 
a considerable shift frGm 2«9 microns where maxi®a attributed 
to the hydrogen bond in the F-if-F structure are usually ob­
served, On the basis of thermodynamic studies of KOTa* 
Westrum and Fitzer (20) conclude that the proton in the 
f-H-f* ion is symaetrically located, fhe results of these 
two studies confim the existence of an unusually strong 
hydrogen'bond in the structure, a conclusion which is sub-
. © 
stantiated by the abnomally short F-F distance of 2.26 A. 
Although the present structure analysis had not been 
completed at the time ?oter concluded his studies, the 
available results indicated an 0-0 distance shorter than 
that nonaally observed. Because of the similarities In the 
data of KHPg and nickel dimethylglyoxime, foter has suggested 
that the O-H-0 distance in the nickel cc®pound is less than 
2.5  L  
Purpose of the Investigation 
X-ray diffraction studies of nick#l di»©thylglyoxiin@ 
haYe heen reported W Milcoi© and fappi (21, 22). Because 
of inconsistencies in their datai however| their results 
are questionahl®* The fact that th@ observed density, l,if9, 
is greater than th© calculated, 1.3, suggests an incorrect 
choice of crystallographie axes# the choice of the space 
group l4 •• G222 is difficult to understand since the dif­
fraction data, which were suamarized in the following 
manner, 
Chkj||) are presented only by h + k « 2n 
(hOO) are presented only by h « 2n 
(OkO) are presented only by k « 2n 
(lAO) are presented only by h « 2ii and k » 2n 
(00J?) are all presented, 
Indicate the existence of a glide plane perpendicular to 
the c-axis# A discrepancy between the (hkO) data as sunana-
rized above and the tabulated (hkO) intensity data is also 
observed# The (hkO) data used in calculating the Patterson 
function contain reflections where both h and k are odd. 
There is scm© doubt, therefore, that the observed reflections 
were indexed properly. Finally, the intensity data, which 
consisted of 17 reflecticms, are inadequate for a precise 
structure determination# 
15 
Since th© role of stnicture in the question of speci-
fioity of analytic reagents had not been studied previously, 
a detailed structure analysis seeaed worth^ile# Such an 
analysis of course would either confim or refute previously 
considered structures. In addition, it was hoped that the 
results might aid in the interpretation of the absorption 
spectra of the nickel complex# 
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EXPERIMEimL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
Preparation and Properties of lickel Dimethylglyoxim© 
The compomd used in this study was obtained from Dr. 
Roger Voter. He prepared nickel dimethylglyoxime by re­
acting dilute solutions of dimethyIglyoxim© and nickel 
chloride. Becrystallization of th@ resulting precipitate 
from nitrobenzene yielded crystals which were long red needles. 
Optical gonioHietric examination of the crystals resulted 
in only four reflections from the external faces parallel to 
the needle axis. Since Milone reported that the compound 
was orthorhombic, these faces were assumed to be the (110) 
planes. The resulting axial ratio, aib « 1.598, was also 
obtained later froB diffraction photographs. 
Under polarized light the crystals exhibited dichroism. 
For maximum absorption the electric sector was perpendicular 
to the c-axis. 
Diffraction Data 
The X-ray diffraction data were obtained by means of the 
usual single crystal techniques. In order to obtain the com­
plete sphere of reflection, the following photographs were 
taken! 
Cu Ka radiation - Weissenberg - (hkO) to (hls^) 
v? 
Mo Ka radiation - Precession - (hOp to (h3|) 
iOkO to (3ki) 
The Weissenberg pictiwes wer# taken with a Phillips dif­
fraction mit. fh© (hkO) photographs consisted of a set of 
timed exposures frOTi I/3G to 30 1/3 howrs# The remaining 
Weissenberg pictiares were obtained by the multipl© film 
technique. The^Ko Ka photographs were taken with a General 
llectrie XBB-3 voltage and current stabilized diffraction 
tmit as a series of timed exposures from I/60 to 17 1/15 
hours. 
Since the diffraction patterns of the zero and first 
level reciprocal lattice nets exhibit Cajj symmetry, the 
crystal belongs to the orthorhoabic class* The lattice con­
stants, determined from precession pictures on which the 
diffraction patterns of both quartz and nickel dimethylgly-
oxiffi® were recorded, are « 16.68, b^ » l§»Vf, Co « 6.^9 I. 
On the basis of h molecules per unit cell, the calculated 
density is 1»70 g#/cc» as compared to the observed density 
of 1.61 g»/cc# 
IMexing of the photographs obtained shows the occur­
rence of systematic absences which can be suBsmarized as 
follows f 
ChkJi) present only if h + k is even 
(Okj?) present only if k and |are even 
(hOj') present only if h andi are even. 
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26 
The possible space groups, therefore, are either Dgij - Ibam 
or - Iba« 
The intensities of the observed reflections were esti­
mated by visiml comparison procedtares and were corrected 
for Loreiitz and polarization factors. In the case of the 
Weissenberg data the correction factors were obtained from 
a liu chart (23)t whereas those for the precession data were 
obtained froa a chart made by the author (Appendix). The 
resulting squared structure factors then were correlated so 
that all observed" data were on the same relative scale# 
The Configurational Structure 
Examination of the (hO^) and (Ok^) intensity data showed 
the (00>f) reflections were among the strongest ones observed 
and suggested that the crystal had a layer structiire. This 
conclusion was further supported by the previously observed 
dichroisni# Therefore, the important structural features of 
the molecule should be revealed by a projection along the 
c-axis« As a result, the Patterson projection, which requires 
no asstanptions regarding the structure of the molecule, onto 
the xy plane was obtained by the substitution of the observed 
values of the (hkO) zone into the function 
h k 
P(xy) « VA 2 ^ \FChkO) 1 ^ cos hx cos ky. 
0 0 
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fh# indicated stamaiations as well as thos® which will be de­
scribed later wer@ carried omt on Imtermtional Business 
Machines using punched cards. 
The resulting projection, figure 1, shows two large 
peaks at 00- and ^  which can he interpreted as the positions 
of the nickel atoms# The ejcistence of 5»menihered rings in 
the structure is suggested by the 12 peaks surrounding the 
aetal at<m at The four peaks nearest the nickel atom 
are the positions of the nitrogen atoms| and the remaining 
eight ©an be interpreted as those of carbon and oxygen 
superimposed on each other# the positions of the methyl 
groups are indicated by the peaks adjacent to the ring like 
structure# On the basis of the xy projection the layer 
structure seems reasonable# 
There is a possibility| howeverf that the molecules 
are not quite planar# The lack of planarity, if appreciable, 
should be revealed by projections along the a or b axes# 
Accordingly, the Patterson function 
h 
P ( x z )  w VA^ ^ |FChQyf)| ® cos hx cos J? z  
0 0 
has been obtained using (h€j) data# fhe projection. Figure 
2, clearly confiriis the layer structure# Since no tipping 
within the layers is apparent, the planar configuration for 
the molecule is evidently correct. Although the P<x3s) 
function offers little help in positioning the carbon, 
20 
Fig. 1 The Patterson projection onto the xy plane 
21 
nitrogenJ and oxygen atoms, it indicates that the xz coordi­
nates of th® nickel atoms are 00, ^ 
On. th© basis of the Patterson projections, the space 
group Ibam seems to be the correct one for the structure# 
The following special positions listed under the space group 
Ibam Uh, I, p*lif8), 
k (c) 000, 00| 
8 (3) 3cyO, 1^0, 
ar© suitable choices for the various atoms in the unit cell, 
fhe location of the nickel atoms in the if-fold set is in 
accord with th® P(xz) function# Moreover, the point syrametry 
for h (e) is which is not unreasonable for the molecule. 
Since the molecule is planar, the logical choice for the 
remaining atoms is th© 8-fold set listed above# This set 
also shows that the molecule with the metal atom at 00| is 
rotated 90® with respect to the one at the originf thus, the 
superposition of the carbon and oxyg&n peaks in the xy pro­
jection can be explained. 
The observed superposition of peaks was somewhat dis­
turbing because it resulted in appreciable errors in the 
positions of the oxygen and ring carbon atoms. A two di­
mensional Fourier projection onto the xy plane, therefore, 
was considered. It was felt that this projection might 
resolve the superimposed peaks, thereby leading to a more 
accurate determination of the oxygen and ring carbon 
22 
X 
Fig, 2 The Patterson projection onto the xz plane 
23 
positions* Before the eleetroa density map could b® ob­
tained, howeverI the signi ©f the structure factors had to 
be determined. 
fhe strncttir® factors for the observed reflections in 
the (hkO) aone were calculated rising the formula 
FChkO) a 4 8f||Ccos hXi cos hyj 4 cos hxa cos kyg) 
+ Sf oCcos hxj cos + cos hxi^ cos ky^) 
+ SfgCcoB hX| cos ky^ + cos hx^ cos 
+ cos hxf cos ky? + cos hxg cos kyg) 
where f represents the scattering factor of the element de­
noted as a subscript# 
These calculations required that a suitable structure 
for the molecule be postulated# Since the nitrogen positions 
were clearly indicated on the Patterscm xy projection, these 
parameters were chosen as the basis for a model of the mole­
cule* The positions for the oxygen and carbons were then 
determined by drawing to scale the hypothetical structure 
using known interatomic distances from Pauling (13, p#179)» 
fhe parameters so obtained are listed in Table 1# Admitted­
ly, the positions were not to© precise, but since the contri­
bution of the nickel atoms to the structure factor is large, 
and since the nitrogen positions were fairly accurate, it 
was felt that most of the calculated signs would be correct# 
As a result, the Fourier projection along the c-axis 
was obtained# 
2^ 
In the staamatioa 
h k 
» VA^ ^  4 \FChkO)\ eos hx cos ky 
& 0 
th® values of th® f *« wer® thos® ealoulated from th® ob-
F® of th© (hkO) zom* fh« signs of th® amplitudes 
of eourse w®re thos© determined by the struetur® factor 
calculations# 
fabl® 1 
Atoiiie positions for <saleulat®d structure 
factorsI FChkO) 
Atoii X y 
% 0,125 0.0 
0,0 0.200 
0.150 0.100 
On 0.067 0.250 
Cj ©•083 0.233 
0.150 0.133 
0.100 0.383 
ejf ©•233 0.167 
Til® Fowi®r projection! Figur© 3| aiM it» interpretation 
ar® similar to th# Patterson P(xy) function* This siiiilarity 
is not surprising, how®T®r, sine® all the calculated signs 
except that for reflection (13 3 0) were posltl¥®« 
25 
Fig, 3 The Fourier projection onto the xy plane 
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Consequent3^j th@ two dimensional ©leetron density map 
yields no additional infomation regarding th® acctarat® 
location of the oxyg®n and ring carhon ate®as» 
Although precis® interatomic distances cannot hm ob­
tained at this stag® of th® stmct-are deteraination, s<msi« 
important conclusions abomt the structiir® of nickel di« 
aethylglyoxia® can be sad® from the results of th® two di­
mensional methods® fh@ crystals hav© a lay@r strtictiare 
with a distance of 3*^5 b©twe@n layers# In addition, 
the ffiolecul® is planar» fh® obsenred li • M distanc® of 
approximately 2.il I. is indicative of a ®i • I bond aM 
confir»s the existenc® of 5-®effib®red rings in th® molecial®* 
fh@ eonfigiarational stnict«r®| showing only the conneidty 
of th® bonds in the aiolecml®! therefor®> is 
0  H  — 0  
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Eeflnement of Coordinates 
fh6 failttr# of the two dimensioaal proc«dtires to yi«M 
accmrat® atomie paraneters required the tis© of mor® ©xtwi-
sive projeotion methods • teong th© teehniqties amilahl© 
for th® d€it#r®iiiatioii of atomle positions is th© three di» 
»enslonal ?otiri#r projeetion which gives the #l©etroii 
d«nsity at any poiat within, the tinit e®ll» For th® 
straetiar# md@r eonsideratioa her® the fmat ion 
giv«s th® ©leetrcas d#asiti@s in the acy plan® passing 
through th«, origin of the mit cell and yields a nap free 
fr^fl th® trombl«soi!ie overlapping ohser^td in th© tw© di-
m®nsio3»l projecticms* 
In order to obtain th® functioni pCacyO), th® signs 
of th# f *s must, of coTirs®, b@ determined by oalOTalati<m# 
fh® structur© factor in the thr®® dimensional o@s@ consists 
of two s®parat® parts# Wh®n yf » 2n| 
F(hlci) « %f^ £ 4- Sf^ Ceos bx% cos ky^ + eos hxg cos 
-?« 2n+l esO 
4 fChld) sin hx sin ky 
h|J' 
4 8fo( eos h3E3 ©OS ky3+ cos hXl^  cos lEy^ )^ 
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•f Sf^Ccos I1X5 cos kyf + cos hx^ cos 
+ cos hocf cos k^f + cos tag cos lqr§)» 
Mla@ii J « 2n + 1 
FChk/) « - 8%(sin hxg sin + sin hxg sin Igrg) 
- SfgCsiJi I1X3 sin kyj * sin sin kyi^) 
- SfgCsin hxi sin + sin sin 
•f sin liXf sin Isyf + sin hxg sin isyf) • 
Because of inaccuracies in the atomic coordinates, th® 
calculated signs of the f*g are subject to errors which can, 
be eliminated by a process of Fourier refinement# This pro­
cedure consists of several stepat 
(a) Obtain the f(hk^) by experiment 
(b) Obtain approximate atoaic positions for a suitable 
trial structure 
(c) Calculate the signs of th# F*s 
(d) Obtain the Fourier projection using the observed 
F's and calculated signs 
(e) Obtain a new set of parameters from Cd) 
(f) • Eepeat steps (c) to (e) until parameters and signs 
During the process of refinement the progress of a 
structure determination can be followed by the use of the 
reliability index* 
cease changing* 
mihk^) « 1 l^obsd I - 1 ^ calcl I 
SH l^obsd I 
h,k,^  
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Booth (251 P*101) has fornid that in completed stpuotnres 
th@ value of E ranges fro© 0#12 to 0«22| h@ne@, at 
stag© of th# refinement the vain# of 1 indicates th® aocu* 
racy of th© atomic eoordimtes# fh® ealculatioa of th® 
r©liability ind@x, however^ requires that temperatnr® and 
absorption effects be eonsiderod and| in addition# that th® 
observed and calculated ?»s be plae®d on th# gaa$ 3cal@* 
Although a satisfactory s®t of atomie eoordinates is 
obtained from the refineaent process, they can b@ improved 
by applying series termination eorreetions. Errors result 
froB the use of only a finite number of Fourier terms in 
th© eoffiputation of ^C2iyz)i whereas, theoretically, the series 
oonsists of an infinite rnmber# Th® errors due to non-
eonvergene© can be det«rminM by the us® of Booth's back-
shift method (26), which consists of computing th# electron 
density function using calculated itructur® aBiplitud«s» 
fhe differences between the coordinates of the peaks in the 
synthetic fourier and the parameters used in calculating 
the structure factors are th# series termination errors*. 
Application of the non-convergence corrections gives the 
final set of corrected coordinates# 
tn th© present structure determination the atomic co­
ordinates were refined by using the procedures Just de­
scribed. fhe refinement consisted of several stages which 
will be described in detail# At each stage the reliability 
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of th® atomie paraBieters was checked by caletalating H for 
at least th# (hkl) reflections to which the nickel atoms 
do not eontribnt®t fh© mrious steps of the refinement 
are suBaiarized in tabl® t# 
Ih# first f®w stages of refinement involT®d th© d@-
tewination of a suitable trial structur®# In trial 1 th® 
structur© factors wer© comprnted with parameters froa a 
hypothetical stru@tur« based on the nitrogen positions ob­
tained frm the two dimensional Fourier# the atom forai 
factors wer© datersintd fro» a graph made with th© data of 
•Jaats and Brindley (2^-1 II, An isotropic temper-
atur® factor #3cp( - B 8in^-l>/;^ 2), wh®r# B was found to 
have the tsIu® 6»%6 I« ms determined empirically with 
the calculated (hkO) and (hkl) aiaplitudts* The ¥alu@ of 
B was redetermined in trial 5f hut sine© the latter valu© 
did not differ significantly from th© original on®, the 
aomm temperature factor was used throughout the ©ntlre re-
fin^aent proc#dur@. In ordtr to calculate the reliability 
indeX| th® t@mp@ratur# corrections wer« applied to th® calcu­
lated structure factors, and seal® factors for each of th@ 
(hk) levels w©r® d®t®r®in@d» fh® resulting 1 value of 0*52 
for (hkl) indicated appreciable errors in th® atomic coordi­
nates* 
Since the space group does not require that the nitro­
gen atoms be placed on the crystallographic axes, a new 
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Table 2 
of refinement process for nick®l diaethylglyoxim# 
1 
frial ntffliber 
2 3^ 5 6 
If X 
y 
0.117 
0.000 
0.121 
0.986 
landoiB 0.121 
0.988 
0.113 
0.989 
O.llH-
0.986 
1^1 J # 
0.000 
0,183 
0.991 
0.192 
0.993 
0.192 
0.990 
0.181 
0.988 
0.178 
Ox X 
y 
0.163 
0.105 
0.155 
0.092 
0.159 
0*091 
0.158 
0.098 
0.158 
0.098 
%I X 
• - y 
0.066 
0.261 
0.057 
0.2*i'7 
0,058 
0.253 
0.053 
0.260 
O.OB 
0.260 
Cj X 0.072 
0.779 
0.081 
0.765 
0.076 
0.768 
0.081 
0.775 
0.082 
0.778 
Ojj X 
m-Mm ^ 
0.139 
0.883 
0»lk4 
0.868 
0.1%6 
0.879 
0.1i^ 8 
0.883 
O.li^  
0.883 
Cjjjx 0.095 
0.635 
0.10^ 4^  
0.62^  
0.101 
0.627 
0.101 
0.6^ 0 
0.102 
0.636 
Cjv X 
w « y 
0.228 
0.850 
0*236 
0.829 
0.235 
0.839 
0.232 
0.856 
0.232 
0.85^  
B(hkO) 
Khkl) 
B(hk2) KiSSi 
Khkj?) 
0.21 
0.52 
0.18 
0.if7 
0.23 
0*38 
0.21 
0.33 
0.^ 0 0.28 
0.15 
0.21 
0.12 
0.22 
0.16 
Op Ik-
Op 18 
0.12 
0.20 
0.15 
0.1^  
1, Parameters from two dlBensioiml fomrier 
2» Parameters fro® trial and error procedijre with 
nitrogen atoms off axes 
3». Bandcm structixr® with trial 1 parameters 
Parameters from ste©p@st descents method 
Parameters from three dimensional Fourier 
6i, Parasseters from backshift method 
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trial struetur® witii tlx® nitrogen atoms arbitrarily dis­
placed Qml$ !• away froa th® axes was asstaaed. Trial and 
error metboda w®r© used to determin® the parameters# Thest 
calcmlations showed that a better 1 factor could be obtained 
only by ao'Ting th© nitrogen atoas toward th© ring carbon 
atoms. Although the new coordinates w@r@ a substantial im-
pro'rem©nt over those of trial 1, the H -mlues of trial 2| 
however, indicated that th# signs of those structure factors 
with Jl odd w®r# not reliable# 
lecaus© of the difficulty in determining the signs of 
the amplitudesJ a random structure was considered# As a 
result, the (hkl) structure factors were calculated with the 
trial 1 parasetersi but with one-half of an oxygen ate© and 
one-half of a carbon atcm occupying each of the oxygen and 
ring carbon positions* Qa the basis of the 1 factor th© 
randoB structure was rejected. 
fh© next stag© of refinement inirolved the application 
of the method of steepest descents# Booth' (27) has shown 
that the value of B can be sininiaed by applying to the 
atomic coordinates the corrections, 
£ « - ^ x„ )/V ji/<^ X 
where 0^ is the initial ¥alue of the function^ 
0 « ^ li^obsdl •t^caldl f is the correction 
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for the Jth eoordlnatt of the rth atom. The deterHiination 
of the signs of th® how®ir@r, is somewhat confusing. 
As a resultI a ffiodified steepest descents method was used 
to obtain the desired corrections* Vand (28) has shown that -
if the ^ otosd giv#n th© sain© signs as the th@ 
fmction 0 becoaes 
0=z:c<i ^obsdI -H P ^ calc 
hki hkje 
where s{ and p are ±1 depending on the differences between 
^obsd ^calc* 
In order to sinplify the caleulations, it was assumed that 
the molecule exhibited symiietryi thus, only eight cor­
rections instead of sixteen had to be determined, fh© pa­
rameters used were chosen from those of trial 2| and the 
value of 0®, + 231*7 was calculated from the (hkl) data of 
that stage of the refinement* The results of the steepest 
descents' procedure are sumnarized in Table 3» 
By applying the symmetry operations to the corrected 
coordinates, a new set of parameters, trial was obtained* 
The resulting value of R(hkl), 0*28, illustrated the use­
fulness of th® steepest descents method* Because of the 
reasonably good R value, it was assumed that most of the 
signs of the F*s with JP odd were correct* This assumption 
was Justified later by a comparison of the signs of trials 
and 6I only three signs of the reflections with^f odd were 
3^ 
tilffer@iit» Since the signs of th® ?*s with J( «v©n were th© 
sane in trial 2 as•those in trial 1, it seemed tmnecessary 
to redetermine these signs with the trial ^  coordinates# 
Accordingly, the function was comptited tising th© 
signs from tooth steps ^  and 2. fhe three diaensionfil pro­
jection, Figiare clearly showed the configtaration of the 
molecule# • 
fable 3 
Results of the steepest descents refinement 
AtCitt Parameter ^ 0/^ 7 €^. in 1 rj 
If X 
y 
0.121 
0#986 
-12. N-
-398.3 
0.0009 
0.03 
H ^ y 
0.155 
0.092 
-958.1 
113.3 
0.07 
-0.009 
Ql "X 0.081 
0.765 
-1102.7 
•3^ 5.5 
0.08 
0.03 
O.IC^  
0.62if 
-693-0 
-Ifll.O 
0,05 
0.03 
The location of the fflaxima in the projection was ac­
complished with Booth's method (25, P«63), in which the 
peaks were assumed to have a parabolic shape* This process 
yielded the trial 5 parameters with which a complete set of 
structure factors was calculated. After the temperature 
corrections were applied, new scale factors were determined 
35 
Fig, The Fourier projection, P(xyO) 
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for each of tbe (hk) levels, fhe R factors, which were then 
computed, indicated good agreement between the observed and 
calculated structur® factors. 
A linear absorption correction was also considered at 
this stag© of the refinement# A value of 26.^ cm.'""^ was 
calculated for the mass absorption coefficiently , of 
nickel dime thy Iglyoxime (2^-, II, p»575)» crystal with 
which the intensity data were collected was measured with 
a microscope and a filar micrometer calibrated against a 
known standard. The dimensions of the crystal were fotmd 
to be 0.105 and 0.072 tan. Absorption curves for the ^ r 
values, 0.278 and 0.191, were plotted with the data given 
by Bradley (29). An average curve was also obtained. 
Since the maximuiB deviation between the correction factors 
at values of 0.00 and 0.5® amounted to only 2 
per cent, it was felt that an absorption correction was un­
necessary* 
The trial 5 coordinates were ftirther iHiproved by using 
the back-shift method. In the synthetic Fourier which was 
computed the atcHiic centers were located by a procedxare 
similar to the one described by Carpenter and Donohu® (30). 
Instead of the Gaussian form for the maxima as suggested 
by these researchers, however, a parabolic shape was assumed 
for the peaks. The aaximtm correction due to non-con-
, ® © 
vergence was O.w A., and the average was 0.02 A. 
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By applying th® feack-shift corrections, the trial 6 
parameters, with which the structure aHiplittides were re­
calculated, were obtained. The E factors for the last step 
of the refinement indicated satisfactory agreement between 
the observed and calculated structure factors. Furthermore, 
since no sign changes occurred in the last set of calcu­
lations, the trial 6 parameters were considered the best 
which could be obtained from the data. 
fhe observed structure amplitudes together with the 
final calculated ones are listed in fable 
Determination of Irrors 
Although the application of non-convergence corrections 
elimiimtes a major error in the atoaie coordinates derived 
by Fourier methods, other inaccuracies exist because of 
(a) computational errors 
(b) errors in the experimental )^\ values. 
The magnitude of these errors can be estimated by a pro­
cedure recently devised by Cruickshank (31). For the ortho-
rhombic system the standard deviation, (T, of any parameter, 
is obtained from the expression, 
TT Va^v) h^' (AF)'] i 
where is the difference between and ^^alc' 
^ is the function representing the electron density 
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Table h 
Obserwd and calculated structur© factors 
fh© three colunns comprising each section are, from left 
to right I th® h iM®x, the observed and the calculated structow 
factors r®spectl"v#ly» Unless noted otherwise the signs of 
the calculated factors are positive# 
hOO h30 
If. 21 26 1 61 
6 39 58 3 k? 
8 83 76 5 9 
10 2^ 2^ . 7 30 
12 37 9 37 
Ik 22 21 11 30 
16 8 7 13 k 
18 13 15 9 
20 6 7 17 10 
19 7 
hlO 
hkO 
3 12 21 
5 81 87 0 36 
7 109 102 2 120 
9 55 h9 k 58 
11 26 23 6 If 
13 3^ 33 8 8 
15 11 10 10 ^^ 2 
17 13 11 12 9 
19 6 Ik 6 
16 16 
h20 18 7 
0 16 3? h50 
2 7 Ik 
5 7 12 • 1 76 
6 85 87 3 81 
8 71 80 17 
10 k6 Mf 7 20 
12 22 19 9 61 
Ih 9 11 11 kQ 
16 10 10 13 • 8 
18 8 8 15 12 
20 3 if 17 9 
-1 
30 
•3 
11 
11 
8 
n 
LIS 
62 
11 
1^ 
10 
17 
6 
67 
82 
25 
7 
10 
9 
h60 h90 
0 36 16 1 22 20 
2 ^•1 39 3 <6 1 
k ^9 5 <6 6 
6 30 25 7 16 15 
8 58 k9 9 12 7 
10 k? 39 11 9 8 
12 12 12 13 8 7 
Ik 6 6 
16 9 8 h-10*0 
18 5 5 
0 15 13 
h70 2 12 11 
if k k 
r 30 30 6 18 16 
3 30 29 8 13 12 
5 32 32 10 9 6 
7 27 22 12 8 6 
9 28 20 
11 <6 2 h* 11*0 
13 7 8 
Ik 15 8 7 1 17 
17 9 7 3 10 8 
5 8 7 
h80 7 Ik 9 
9 5 ? 0 55 •^6 11 0 If 
2 22 20 
If <6 5 h* 12» 0 
6 <6 8 
8 16 IW. 0 12 6 
10 <6 6 2 10 7 
12 6 6 k 9 7 
Ik 6 k 6 8 If 
16 3 3 8 3 3 
39 
hll 
2 33 30 
1+ 3 2 
6 21 -23 
8 32 -37 
10 15 17 
12 8 13 
l^ f 13 16 
16 i 7 
h21 
1 10 11 
3 3^ -20 
5 ^3 
7 9 
9 18 15 
11 6 5 
13 ^ -5 
h31 
2 Ih 11 
if 37 35 
6 11 13 
8 1 -7 
10 16 15 
12 if -If 
lif 12 -12 
hhl 
1 25 *2h 
3 8 •5 
5 11 -1^  
7 20 «*18 
9 3 -7 
11 6 8 
13 if 
h51 
2 26 -22 
If 7 -11 
6 15 -19 
8 6 -7 
10 6 -9 
12 5 6 
Table h 
h6l 
1 9 10 
3 31 31 
9 h 
7 <5 -2 
9 5 -9 
h71 
2 11 13 
M- 6 6 
6 12 9 
8 13 9 
h81 
1 5 8 
3 11 -11 
5 9 -8 
7 <5 1 
9 6 8 
h91 
2 9 9 
If 9 -7 
6 9 -9 
li'lO' 1 
1 5 5 
3 4 4 
li02 
0 275 32? 
2 106 iiif 
20 26 
6 I4.5 51 
8 61 59 
10 23 20 
12 3a 31 
lif 19 18 
16 6 6 
18 12 10 
20 5 6 
hl2 
1 111 130 
3 15 21 
60 65 
7 78 77 
9 14.3 38 
11 22 18 
13 26 28 
15 10 9 
17 10 9 
19 6 5 
h22 
0 23 29 
2 10 17 
12 13 
6 63 66 
8 59 61 
10 35 35 
12 17 16 
Ih 7 9 
16 8 8 
18 8 7 
h32 
1 •^9 51 
3 ^3 
5 <6 
7 25 29 
9 32 3lf 
11 25 25 
13 If •3 
15 8 9 
17 10 9 
19 8 6 
h^ 2 
0 39 1+1 
2 88 90 
•^8 If8 
6 <6 10 
8 10 12 
10 31 27 
12 8 6 
1^ 6 9 
16 1^ lif 
18 8 5 
h52 
1-. 58 51 
3 66 63 
5 19 20 
7 20 19 
9 52 k6 
11 30 28 
13 8 6 
15 11 9 
17 10 7 
h62 
0 3if 29 
2 37 31 
h 38 39 
6 25 20 
8 kQ ^0 
10 37 31 
12 11 10 
1^ + 6 5 
16 8 7 
18 k- If 
h72 
1 29 25 
3 26 2if 
5 28 27 
7 22 17 
9 23 17 
11 <6 1 
13 7 6 
15 7 6 
17 6 6 
ho 
Table h (Continued) 
h82 6 12 -13 
0 kh 
2 19 
k <6 h 
6 <6 7 
8 13 12 
10 5 
12 5 
1¥ 6 
16 if 3 
h92 
1 23 17 
3 <6 1 
5 <6 h 
7 1^ 13 
9 8 6 
11 8 6 
13 7 6 
h.l0*2 
0 Ih 10 
2 10 9 
h 5 3 
6 15 1% 
8 12 8 
10 8 5 
12 7 5 
hfll*2 
1 15 11 
3 9 7 
9 6 
7 12 9 
9 8 
.h*12#2 
0 8 5 
2 8 6 
h 8 6 
6 6 h 
hl3 
2 1^ 9 
If <6 0 
8 20 -21 
10 10 10 
12 6 7 
Ih 9 11 
16 5 5 
h23 
1 2 
3 7 -19 
5 21 2^ 
7 3 •2 
9 10 10 
11 6 2 
13 h •if, 
1^ 3 
2 3 5 
h 18 20 
6 8 7 
8 <6 
-3 
10 11 10 
12 5 -3 
llf 8 -8 
h^ 3 
1 15 *13^  
3 4 -3 
5 8 «8 
7 12 -10 
h53 
2 16 -13 
<6 4 
6 9 -11 
8 5 
h63 
1 3 6 
3 19 20 
5 3 3 
h73 
(. . 
2 7 8 
5 
1 5 
3 9 -8 
5 6 •5 
3i93 
2 6 10 
k 5 .1+ 
6 6 -6 
h*10*3 
1 3 
3 3 h 
hCk 
0 131 130 
2 V 50 I,. l4 16 
6 27 2ii^  
8 32 30 
10 16 12 
12 20 18 
111- Ik 11 
16 <5 1 18 8 6 
i ? 
hl^ i. 
1 ^7 56 
3 12 1% 
5 28 32 
7 37 38 
9 22 20 
11 12 10 
13 17 16 
li2^ -
0 16 17 
2 12 12 
h 11 11 
6 29 33 
8 25 31 
10 16 19 
12 12 9 
h3^ 
1/ 18 26 
3 18 23 
5 <5 5 
7 12 16 
9 15 18 
11 12 1^ 
0 21 21 
2 35 ^3 
h5k 
1 27 27 
3 27 33 
hSh 
0 18 17 
2 18 17 
h7^  
1 Ih 13 
3 12 13 
h8if 
0 2^  ^ 22 
2 13 9 
h9h 
1 9 10 
h*10*if 
0 10 6 
2 lif 5 
kl 
of a peak In an electron density map, 
r Is the radial coordinate measured from the, center 
of the peak» 
By assxjmlng that the electron density of an atom can be 
represented by the function, 
^ ss A 
where A and p are constants determined experimentally, 
the quantity, becomes 
O = ^ Q » -2pH(p/Tt)2 
where H is the atcaaic number of the atom# The accuracy 
of a set of parameters, therefore, can easily be obtained 
from the data used in a structure deterniination. The errors, 
cr(x|_), can also be used to determine the accuracy of the 
observed bond lengths by calculating (TCr), the standard 
deviation of the radial coordinate of an atom. 
The errors which are listed in Table 5 were obtained 
from the trial 6 data with Crulckshank's method. In order 
to compute the quantities, 4^, and, therefore, the values 
of <r(A}j) and (T (Ajg), it was necessary to apply the temperature 
factor to the ?obsd' resulting values of (TCA^) and 
(T* (Ajj) were 0,652 and 1.0? e. A respectively* The 
values of p for each of the atoms were obtained from the peaks 
In the electron density aap, ^ (xyO), calculated with the ob­
served F*s and the signs from trial 6. 
^2 
fabl® 5 
Standard deTlations of fiiml parameters 
Ato® p ( f/ar2) r=»0 cr(x)|l« <rCy) jli <fCr) ,!• 
1^.38 •101 0.006 0*011 0*013 
3.90 -75.8 0.009 O.OI^ I. 0*017 
% •^68 -136 0*005 0.008 0.009 
>^ .58 
-129 0.005 0*008 0.009 
M-.SO -92*3 , 0.007 0*012 O.Ollf 
cn "t.S? -96A 0.007 0*011 0.013 
3.20 -39.6 0*016 0.027 0.031 
3.3'f -^3*7 0*015 0.025 0.029 
^3 
DISCHSSIOI 
fhe final stnactur® for the nickel dimethylglyoxiia# 
moleeul® inclmding bond lengths and bond angles is shorn 
in Figure 5* ®h@ important intraaoleeular and intemo* 
leemlar distances with the ealeulated standard errors,(r, 
and th© bond angles are also listed in fable 6. 
the ffiolecml® is required by the space group to have 
the syiHBetryi Cgij. fhere is no obvioms reason why it should 
not have the higher synnietryi but discrepancies as 
large as O.O? 1» in the observed distances for the ® - C 
and G - CH  ^ bonds stiggest the lower syametry^ applying 
the significance test suggested by Crulckshank (31) to the 
C -CH3 distances I however, the value of the ratio, Si/<r» 
of the difference in the bond lengths to the standard error 
in the distance is foiand to be 1.2^» Shis value is con­
siderably less than 3, which is required to confirm a sig­
nificant difference in observed bond lengths. The deviation 
between the C - CHj distances, therefore, is not significant 
and probably results froa iimccuracies in the experimental 
data# Similarly, the Si/<r ratio of 1«67 for the N - C 
bonds indicates that the observed discrepancy is not sig­
nificant# fhe molecular spmetry, then, may be as high 
as Dajj# 
1+^  
- 0  
2.44 
N| SO" 
/^ Z\' , V • 
'Tn 
lO 
ir> 
V. O/ 
r^ 
ro 
•.«>/ CH3 
CH, 
- 0  H 
Fig, 5 The nickel dimethylglyoxime molecule 
if? 
fabl© 6 
Intramolecular and interaiolecular distances and "bond 
angles in nickel dimethylglyoxiaie 
Atoms* distance standard error,<r angles 
Si - 1#90 L 0.01 1. Mi - %I 80® 
Mi - Hjj 1.87 0.02 Mi . HI 100® 
Ij - Qj 1.38 0*02 Hi • % - Cii 121« 
1»37 0.03 Ni - Ci 117® 
% - ^11 1.20 0*03 % . CiJ- Cj 109® 
1*25 0.03 Cj - CII 113® 
1.53 0.03 1^1"* G J » 121® 
ClI" 1#^ o.0f Cn- Ci^  12»f« 
Gl • GlII 1.51 0.0^  11 - HI • OI 118® 
Oi - On 2.kh 0*02 li • %!• 122® 
oi - 3.25 0.0^ . Nl - oi - On 102° 
Oji -^i? 3.72 O.O^ f %i"" Oj 98° 
^ir Hii .^01 0.0^  
0.06 
On -c| 3.31 0.02 
Oj - C| 3.27 0.02 
li - WW 3.25 0*005 
f * —f* " 3.99 0.06 
Olll'-Civ" .^27 0.06 
k,27 0.06 
•Unprimed symbols refer to the molecule at the origin of 
the mit cell# fhose with one prime refer to molecules in the 
(xyO) plane. Symbols with two primes refer to the molecule 
directly above the one at the origin# 
he - h7 
flie C - CHj bond lengths, 1,51 !• 1«^6 !•, are 
scmevhat shortei* than th® nomally expected distance of 
i«5^ !•! but th® obserwd distances certainly indicat® 
that a single bond exists between th@ carbon, atoms* fh© 
• Cjj and Iji; - G| distances of 1.20 1« and 1.25 !• i 
respectively, do not differ appreciably from the sua of 
the doubl© bond radii, 1»27 !• (13# p«l6^). 
The Ki - M bond langtha, 1.90 !• and 1,87 l.| ar® sig­
nificantly shorter than the expected value 2»09 1# (13f 
p# 182)• fh® radius for Ni"^® in sqtrnr© complexes, however, 
has not b®@n determined previously with th© present accu­
racy, It is felt that the observed radius, 1.19 t 0#02 !•, 
is more accurate than the previously reported value of 1«39 1. 
for the square covalent radius of Si • 
fhe presence of a hydrogen bond in nickel dimethylgly-
oxiffi® is indicated by the 0 - H •• 0 distance of 1« 
fhis value is significantly different from previously re­
ported values, 2«52 A. to 2«90 !•» for hydrogen bonds# A 
more detailed discussion of the hydrogen bond in the present 
structure will be given later# 
the remaining bond lengths agree fairly well with the 
expected values. The M - 0 distances of 1«37 1# and 1«38 1. 
are practically equal to the sum of the single bond radii 
1.366 !• Also the C| - Gjj hoM length, 1.53 t., is in 
good agreement with previously reported values. 
hB - k9 
Bxamination of the otoservM bond angles csonflrms th@ 
planar arrangement of bonds about the Ij, Mjji Cj, and Cjj 
attmsrn The angles between the bonds formed by^ th© oxyg®n 
atoms indicate that p-orbitals 'are invol'M^ed in th© formation 
of th© bonds# The formation of dsp^ bonds by the nickel atom 
is also confirmed by th© obserired angles| 80® and 100®. The 
deviation fro® 90® ar© reasonable sine© the formation of the 
rings containing the carbon atoms forces the nitrogen atoms 
closer together in the carbon rings.. 
Consideration of the intermolecwlar distances which are 
given in fable 6 leads to an tmderstanding of the packing of 
th# iBolecTiles in the crystal. 'The Hi - Ni" distance of 
3.25 shows that no li «- li bond exists in the crystal. 
Since this distance is approximately eqtml to that observed 
between nolectiles in organic crystals C30), it is evident 
that the van der Waals radii control the packing of the layers 
,in the nickel dlffiethylglyojciae crystal, the effect of van der 
Waals forces on the packing is revealed by considering the 
arrangement of the molecule1 which is directly above the 
molecule, M, at the origin, with respect to the molecules, M*, 
in the (xyO) plane# Since M" is rotated approximately 90° 
with respect to M, the c| and c||; atoms are almost directly 
above the oxygen atoms of M and must be separated from Oj and 
%I least the van der Waals distance. The observed Ojj 
- Gj and Oj - Cjj distances of 3.31 a# and 3.27 A. are slightly 
larger than the sum of the van der Waals radii (I3, p. 189). 
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B®caiis® of the space group symisetryi th© methyl groups of M" 
do not li# directly above those of the M*, but, instead, fit 
into the holss between the M» methyl groups# thus, there is 
an interlocking of the layers in the crystal with the van der 
Maals radii of th© oethyl groups controlling th© distance be­
tween layers# fhe Cjjj - C^, and - ^ JIl diis-
® © '0 ~ ' 
tanc#s of 3#99 A«, h»27 A*, and ^+*2? A#, respectively, coaipar® 
favorably with the ©xpected valu®, ^ 00 !• 
Ixaiaimtion of th# ^  CxyO) projection. Figure shows 
that the interlocking of molecules also occurs within th® 
t 0 
layers of th© crystals fh# Oj - Cjigr distanc® of 3*2:5 A., for 
exampl®, is S€M®what less than th® sum of th© van der Waals 
radii. Th© Cjjj • Cj^ distance of 1», however, is 
approximately equal to that expected for th® two Biethyl 
groups# Although the Ojj * Ojj - Cjjj, and CSjjj — 
distances ar® scanewhat larger than th® sum of the van der 
Waals radii, weak forces between these atoms probably exist, 
fhe molecules, therefore, are very tightly packed in the 
crystal with strong van der Waals forces existing between the 
layers and between the iBoleeules within a layer. 
Since th® close packing of molecules in crystalline 
nickel dimethylglyoxim© may be responsible for the insolu­
bility of the compound, it is interesting to examine the re­
sults of studies on other metal-dioxlme complexes* These 
results,which are given in Table 7, indicate that the structuppes 
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fable 7 
Crystallograpiiic data of metal-dioxim® complexes 
Coaipmmd,* crystal class spae« Lattice 
t 
constants in A 
gTomp Oq Oo 
orthorhoBiblc Xhm 16 •68 lO.Mf 6.50 
PdCHOa orthorhoffibiG Ihm 16,9 1Q.6 6.50 
Ii(KC)2 orthophoBbie Iham 20,3 10.2 6A1 
tetragoml pV'acc 19.% 13.% 
•HB refers to th@ dim#thylglyoxime deri"vati¥@ 
HC ref#rs to the cyclcdiexanedionedioxim® 
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of th® insolubl® campounds are similar. Diffraction data on 
th® palladitffl compomd ha'^® been obtained. fh@ ChQ^) and 
(OkJ?) data indicate th® existenc© of a layer structur® with 
© 
a distance of 3«25 A. between layers. The (hJcO) intensity 
data, because of the greater contribution friMi th© palladiiM, 
differ slightly from thos® of nick«l diia@thylglyoxi»®. fhe 
(hkl) data of the palladitim deriiratlv«| .however, are practi* 
cally identical to those of th© nickel analogs®, sine® palla-
di^ does not contribute to these reflections. It is reason­
able to believe, therefor®, that in th® palladiiiai dimethyl-
glyoxiffi® crystals the molecule® are also very tightly packed, 
fhe results of incomplete diffraction studies of nickel cyclo-
hexanedionedioxi»e including a Patterson pro;|eetion, P(hk), 
confirm a close packed structure for this coropound <32). 
Although the diffraction studies of copper dimethylgly-
oxlffi® are inec»iplete, seme conclusions can be mad® frcMi th® 
available data, the <hO^) and (hh^) data indicate that a 
layer structure aay exist, but the layer spacing cannot be 
det©rained from the data. If the molecules are planar, two 
different layer spacing® ©ay be observed! that is, doublets 
of layers may occur in the crystal. If, on the other hand, 
the molecules are not planar, the layers may be evenly spaced, 
fhe syttmetry of the space group Indicates that, even with 16 
molecules in the unit cell, there are relatively large dist­
ances between the molecules within a layer. Consequently, it 
9*-
is possible that solvent moleenles may occupy these holes in 
the structur®* fhi$ explanation seems likely sine© th® ob-
s©rT©d density is greater than the calculated density for 16 
Bolecul@s per unit cell C * 1.55). Th® 
addition of ^  solvent molecules per unit cell may result in 
proper ordering of th© densities. A more ccwsplet® structure 
analysis must be obtainM befor© any additional conclusions 
can be aaad®. 
Eegardless of the structw# of th© copper expound, th© 
reason for the insolubility of the nickel and palladium d®-
rivatiir®s of dimethylglyoxim® and cycloh@xan©dionedioxiffi® is 
undoubtedly connected with the clos® packing of th© molecules 
in th© crystals.. In addition! th# existence of van der Waals 
forces between layers and between molecules within th© layers 
probably prevents the disruption of the crystal Btructur© by 
solvent molecules# 
fh© observed 0 - H - © distance confirms the existence 
of a hydrogen bond in nick#l diaethylglyoxiffi®. Although 
Donohue (33) has shown that the 0-0 distance in a synBetri-
# 
ml bond is exp^ct^d to b® 2,32 th« spectral data of 
¥ot«r suggest that the hydrogen bond in th© present structur®, 
if not syEsmetric, is an unusually strong one* Knowing th« , 
0 - ©.distance, it should be possibl© to calculat.© the approx-^ 
toat® positions of th® 0 - H maxima in th® absorption spectra 
and' to determin® the energy of th® bond. 
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Westrm and Pitaer (20) have suggested a procediire for 
ealcialating the Tlbrational frequencies of a hydrogen bond* 
In this method th© force constants are obtained by evalu­
ating th« partial derivatives of th® Mors® function* 
? « % [ 1 - *• ^ 
at the 0 - H dlstanc® In the 0 - H *• 0 bond, fh# fore© 
constants, then can b® used to calculate the fr@qu@nci@s. 
^sing spectroscopic data for 0 - H and 0 - B (3^)$ thes© 
calculations have been »ade for 0 - H *• 0 and 0 - B - 0 
bonds with an 0 - 0 dlstanc# of A. fh® results show 
that th© absorption Baxiaa for th® 0 « H and 0 - B groups 
should b© found at 8#2 and lOnS aicrons respectivelyi 
whereas th® maxima for 0 - H groups ar© usually found in th® 
rang# fr<» 2*7 to ^ .0 microns# 
Examination of Voter *s data on nickel dimethylglyoxim© 
reveals glx^maxiffia in the range fr<m 6.^ to 10^1 microns, 
but thre© of these maxima ar© observed in th© infrared data 
of dlioethylglyoxiiB®. Considering the erud®ness of th® calcu­
lations | it is difficult to d@cid® whether any of th© remain­
ing thre© maxlBia can b© attributed to the frequencies of the 
0 - H group. In this respect, the spectral data of th® 
deuterim analogu# are significant, since th© aaxiiia of th® 
d@ut©rio compound coincide with thos® of th© normal coaspound 
in the range frc® 6*8 to 10»2 microns# It is possible, there­
for©, that none of th® waxima observed in the range indicated 
% 
hy th© ealeulations arise fro® 0 - H vibration frequencies. 
Consequential a mor© accurate model must be chosen before the 
structure results can be correlated with the spectral data» 
Without'further knowledge the'existence of a syismetric hydro­
gen bond in nickel dimethylglyoxiffie cannot be confirmed# 
With the exception of the short hydrogen bondf the nickel 
dimethylglyoxime structure does not differ significantly from 
the one tfdiich can be predicted frcm the known mlues of co-
valent radii# Since the radius of copper (II) is only 
slightly larger than that of nickel Cll)f there is no appar­
ent reason for expecting any great differences between the 
structures of the copper and nickel coBipoundSii There is a 
possibility# however, that the unpaired electron in may 
affect the electron distribution in the copper diiaethylgly-
oxiaie iBolecule and thereby reduce the electronegativity of 
the oxygen atoms# fhe net result my be the existence of a 
normal hydrogen bond in the molecule# Since the hydrogen 
bond may be connected with the reason for the solubility of 
the copper compound| the infrared absorption spectra of cop­
per dimethylglyoxiffi® should be obtained to determine the 
strength of the 0 « H - 0 bond in the molecule# In addition, 
the structure analysis of the compound should be COTipleted 
to determine the effect of the impaired electron on the mole­
cular configuration. 
SimilarlyI a structure analysis of cobalt dimethylgly-
oxiae should' be obtained* Cto the basis of the- data available 
at present,, it is difficult to decide •%di@th@r this compound 
is an octahedral or a square complex. By establishing th® 
••molecular configuration, additional structure studies may 
provide an explanation for the solubility of the cobalt de-
rivativ®. 
fhe effect of th© functional groups of organic precipi-
tants on the question of specificity should not b© overlooked# 
In this respectI an^ interesting example is a - benzoinoxime, 
which contains an oxim® group and a hydroxyl group. From 
aimoniacal solutions containing tartrate, a - benzoinoxime 
precipitates copper but not•nickel# Since the copper compound 
contains only one wolecule of « - benzoinoxime for each metal 
atom, there is a possibility that only p orbitals of copper 
are used in bond fomation. This configuration seems unlikely 
because of the strength of dsp® bonds, fhe use of dsp^ orbi­
tals, or even orbitals, by copper in' the formation of the 
a - benzoinoxime derivative would result in an electron de» 
:|icient structure. Some knowledge of the structure of bis 
(o - benzoinoxinte) copper (II) would indicate the nature of 
the bond formation in th® compound. A structure analysis, 
therefore, may contribute to an understanding of the difference 
between the specificity of a - bengoinoxine and that of di-
methylglyoxine. 
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SUMMARY 
fhe structur® of niekel dimethylgljoxiffi® has been de*-
teriained# fh© compomd is orthorhoabie with lattle© con-
® # 0 
stants, a© « 16#68 b© « A», and e® « 6»50 A# 
9& 
fh© space group for th® strmctiar® is • Ibaa# 
fh© atomic positions were determined by three di­
mensional Fourier methods, fh© strticttar® factors 'used in 
computing the electron d@nsity funetlo®. w©re obtained frcm 
vismia^ ©stiaated Intensities on W©iss@nb®rg and precession 
photographs# lack-shift corrections have been applied, and 
the errors in th® f.inal parameters have been deterfflined. 
fhe nickel diaethylglFo:^:!©© moleetil© Is planar* 
Although the nolecular symmetry required by the space group 
is Calif sycmetry may b© as high as A layer 
structtare exists In the crystal with a layer spacing of 
- ® 
3,25 Jk* An interlocking of molecules between layers and 
within the layers occurs in the crystal resultii^ In a 
tightly packed structure, fhe close packing is suggested 
as a possible explanation for the insolubility of nickel 
dImethyIglyoxime• 
9 
The observed <>•- H - 0 distance of A- suggests the 
existence of an unusually strong hydrogen bond in the 
structure# An attempt is aade to correlate the structure 
results with the infrared absorption spectra of the compoimd. 
^9 
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APPENDIX 
tn this lii¥#stigation th® Intensities on precession 
photographs w#re tis@d to correlate the intensities on 
Weissenherg pictures^ In order to- eoapar® th# int©nsiti©s| 
torentz polarimtiCHi corrections had to h« applied to th® 
obs©r'V®d mlties. B^amination of th© literature revealed 
that the correction factors for only sero lewl precession 
photographs had been calculated# Ab a result| the correction 
factors had to be calculated for the higher leirel precession 
data used in this structure analysis. 
The procedure used in obtaining the correction factors 
was an extension of the method gi"ven by ®vanS| Tildettf and 
Mams (35)• fhese authors ha^e shorn that, for zero level 
photographsf the Lorentg factor is 
2/h » sin>(.» 1^)1/2 8in/A.J sin^i. ©os/x, 
T^ere ^ is the projection of the radial coordinate of a 
point in the reciprocal lattice onto the zero level 
net# ^ is the precession angle. 
Consideration of the photography of the reciprocal lattice by 
the precession method shows that the term, 2 Bin JA, « is the 
diameter of the zero level reciprocal lattice net (36)• For 
higher levels this tens beccmes (sin^ 4 sinil)| where V is 
the angle of opening of- th® screen# fhe Lorentz factor, there­
fore, Is 
a/I* « r^ (sln/A. 4- sim3)^   ^sin^  co^  /(sin^  +slm^ ) 
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fh® polarigatioa factor for higher Is 
l/p » Vt_l + ( " + <l«')/2] ' 
wher# d* is th© reciprocal lattice spacing# 
Combiniiag th«se #xpressions gives th® Iksrentz polariaation 
factorI 
K « 4/I»f 
wh®r© A is an'arbitrary constant used to seal® th® K 
valuea# 
For th® ptwpose of ccnsbrttcting a ehart of corrections 
factors I' it was necessary to know the values of d» aM ^  
for which K is constant# fo d®t@rialn« th®s« quantities, 
values of K w©r# calculated for various g values holding 
d* constant# fh® valu® of ^  used in th© calculations was 
30®# fhe values of K| thenf wer® scaled arbitrarily to 
allow tht correction factors to rang# between 0 and 2.00# 
Th© results of th® coaaputations w^ro plotted a® a series 
of eurv®8 froii which th® d#slr@d values of d* and |for 
constant K were obtained# A chart of correction factors, 
therefor®., was mad®# 
Th© chart, %^lch is shown in figure 6, is very con­
venient to us©# fh# distance., ^  , can be measured on the 
flla with a pair of dividers# Placing the dividers on the 
chart at th® proper value of gives the' required Jk>r®nt2 
polarization factor# fhe data necessary to construct a 
similar chart is given in fable 8# ' 
6^ 
0.30 
0.25 
0.20 
0.16 
0.10 
0.5 
(.96 
0.0 
Pig, 6 Lorentz polarization factor chart for 
precession photographs made with settings 
)*>• = 30° and F = 6,0 cm# 
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fatel© 8 
¥alw«s of 12 C In eia« for th© construction of a Lorentz 
polarization factor chart for precession photographs nad® 
with settings » 30- f « o«0 e»« 
K a%8 0.0 0.01 
0. 0 0.00 0.00 
0.1 Q,kQ 0.i|.l 
0.2 0.79 0.80 
0.3 1.19 1. 21 
0.% 1.57 1.62 
0.5 1.97 2.03 
0.6 2.36 2.kh 
0.7 2.76 2.83 
0.8 3.16 3.2^  
0.9 
1.0 
3-56 
3.97 
1.1 %.37 hM 
1.2 *+.78 tf.88 
1.3 5.18 5.28 
iX 5.60 5.71 
1.5 6.05 6.17 
1.6 6.62 
1.7 6.97 7.12 
1.8 7.50 7.66 
1.9 8.12 8.28 
1.95 8.51 8.69 
2.0 9.36 9.56 
1.95 10.10 10.28 
1#9 10.37 10.56 
1.8 10.70 10.90 
1.7 10.93 11.12 
1.6 11.12 11.30 
1.5 11.27 11.^  
1.4 11.38 11.58 
1.3 11. %8 11.70 
1.2 11.58 11.80 
1.1 11.66 11.86 
1.0 11.72 11.92 
0.9 11.77 11.98 
0.8 11.83 
0.5 11.92 
0.0 12.00 
0.02 
0.00 
0A2 
0*&3 
1.2^  
1,66 
2.06 
2.50 
2»90 
3-32 
3.7^  
h.l6 
h.^Q 
h.99 
5^2 
5.87 
6.31 
6.78 
7-26 
7*80 
8.8 
9.73 
10 A8 
10,73 
11.08 
11.32 
11.50 
11.77 
11.88 
11.96 
0.03 
0.00 
QM 
0.85 
1.27 
U 7 Q  
2.12 
2.56 
2.98 
3 AO 
3.81 
%.25 
i^ .68 
5*10 
5.53 
5.99 
6A3 
6.92 
7.^ 2 
7.97 8.60 
9.01 
9.90 
10.6if 
10.90 
11.26 
11.50 
11.69 
11.83 
11.95 
0.1^  
0.00 
0.Mf 
0.88 
1*31 
1.?^  
2.17 
2.60 
i.oN-
3^7 
3.90 
bi 
5.21 
5.6^  
6.11 
6.56 
'/,0k 
7.55 
8.10 
8.76 
9.18 
10.07 
10.80 
11.08 
11.^ 2 
11.66 
11.86 
12.00 
0.05 
0.00 
OM 
0.90 hll 
2.22 
2.65 
3.10 
3-5^ 
3.98 
hM 
k.37 
m 
6.20 
6.68 
7.16 
7.68 
8.2^  
8.89 
9.30 
10.22 
10.96 
11.2if 
11. 59 
11.82 
Table 8 (Continued) 
K d*« 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.12 
0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.1 0.^ +6 0.1+7 OM O.i+9 O.i+9 0.50 
0.2 0.92 0.9^  0.95 0.97 0.98 0.01 
0.3 1.37 1.39 IM 1.^ 5 i.M-e 1.51 
OA 1.82 1.86 1.90 1.92 1.96 2.02 
0 * 5  2.27 2.32 2.36 2.^ 0 2.1+5 2.52 
0.6 2.72 2.77 2.83 2.87 2.92 3.02 
0.7 3.17 3.23 3.29 3.3^  3,1+0 3.52 
0.8 3.62 3.68 3.76 3.82 3.88 5+.01 
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